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ARTICLES

Protection of Farmers in Grain
Elevator Bankruptcies
D.L. UCHTMANN* AND J. BAUER**
I.

INTRODUCTION

The inadequacy of remedies available to farmers upon the failure
of grain elevators' and grain dealers' has caused Congress and
numerous state legislatures to reexamine laws regulating elevators and
dealers and addressing their insolvencies. State responses range from
revision of bonding and licensing requirements, to creating liens or
priorities in favor of the producers, to establishing indemnity funds
in favor of the producer. The federal government has also responded.
In 1984 Congress passed legislation aimed at speeding the bankruptcy
process for grain elevators and dealers.
This article begins by setting forth the goals of legislation addressing the protection of farmers in grain elevator and grain dealer
bankruptcies. Next, it surveys state statutes and the recent amendments to the Bankruptcy Code on the subject of grain dealers and
warehouses. Lastly, the article analyzes these various legislative
approaches in light of the goals previously set forth.

Professor of Agricultural Law, University of Illinois; B.S. 1968, University
of Illinois; M.A. 1972, University of Leeds, England; J.D. 1974, Cleveland State
University.
** Research Assistant in Agricultural Law; B.A. 1982, University of Virginia
Main Campus; J.D. 1985, University of Illinois.
1. The terms "grain 'elevator" and "grain warehouse" as used in this article
refer to facilities which store grain for producers. The producers receive receipts for
stored grain and retain title to the grain.
2. The term "grain dealer" refers to persons, including corporations, who
purchase grain for resale. A single facility may both store and purchase grain. Because
state and federal statutes do not always distinguish between dealers and warehouses,
the reader is cautioned to consult the statutory definitions when deciding if a statute
applies.
*
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II.

GOALS OF GRAIN DEALER AND ELEVATOR
BANKRUPTCY

LEGISLATION

Legislation addressing the protection of farmers upon the
bankruptcy or insolvency of a grain dealer or warehouse attempts
to reconcile the competing interests of farmers, dealers and warehouse
operators, other creditors of the insolvent dealer or warehouse, and
the agency or judicial body charged with administering the statute.
That no single approach best meets all of these interests in all circumstances is evidenced by the wide variations in state statutes.
Furthermore, the importance of these interests relative to each other
will vary depending on the primary concern of the legislature considering the problem. Congress, for example, is concerned principally
with streamlining federal bankruptcy proceedings for bankrupt dealers
and warehouses; state legislatures more often seek to regulate
warehouses and dealers to avoid failures or to fully compensate producers in the event of a failure or default. Nonetheless, certain fundamental goals should pervade the legislative approaches.
First, the statutory scheme should protect grain producers from
unreasonable risks of elevator or dealer failures. The producer should
be assured that he will receive payment for grain sold or will receive,
upon proper demand, stored grain. The goal, however, is protection
only from unreasonable risks; the producer should have some responsibility to investigate the financial riskiness of the elevator and deal
with the producer of his choice. Such policing by producers is a
minimal cost in exchange for protection in the event of an unforeseeable failure.
Secondly, sound management policies by grain dealers and
warehouses should be encouraged. This will minimize the number of
failures and, accordingly, instances in which extraordinary protection
measures must be employed.
Third, the dealer's or warehouse's access to credit must be protected. If the lender's security is subject to impairment to benefit producers, the lender will be less willing to supply credit to grain
warehouses and elevators. Of course, to the extent that lenders refuse
loans to dealers or warehouses that present high risks of failure, such
a refusal is beneficial.
Fourth, the statutory scheme should aim for administrative efficiency. The agency or court charged with administering the scheme
should be able to do so at minimum cost, maximum speed and with
a minimal number of errors. Relevant to administrative efficiency is
the clear delineation of state and federal authorities for dealers and
warehouses in federal bankruptcy proceedings.
Lastly, the goal of economic efficiency should always be kept
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in mind. That is, does the statutory scheme as a whole allocate risks
to the parties who are in the best position to manage that risk?
Ill.

LEGISLATIVE SOLUTIONS

A.

STATE LAWS

1.

Licensing and bonding requirements

The most common form of protection accorded producers is licensing and bonding requirements.' All states which regulate grain
elevators or dealers require the elevator operator or dealer to obtain
an annual license;' all but two states require the posting of a bond
as a prerequisite for obtaining a license.' In all but a handful of these
states, bonding is the sole form of financial protection provided for
the producer.6
Typically state statutes require grain dealers or warehouses to obtain an annual license from the state department of agriculture. 7 To
receive a license, the dealer or elevator operator must file an application,' pay a filing fee, 9 and post a security bond.'"
The amount of the bond varies widely from state to state. A
few states set a flat amount for the bond." More common, however,
are statutes which base the amount of the bond on the storage capacity
3. See infra appendix pp.
4. These states are Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia,

Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,

Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey,
New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington,

Wisconsin and .Wyoming.
5. The two exceptions are Delaware and Ohio. Ohio relies on an indemnity
fund to protect producers from financial loss. See infra notes 45-52 and accompanying text.
6. The bond is the producer's only financial protection in Alabama, Arkan-

sas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, Maryland,

Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey,
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia,

Wisconsin and Wyoming.

7. In New Mexico, the county clerk is responsible for licensing warehouses.

N.M.

STAT.

ANN.

§ 56-6-2 (1978).

8. See, e.g., IOWA CODE ANN. § 542.3 (West Supp. 1984-1985) (grain dealers);
id. § 543.7 (grain warehouses).
9. See, e.g., id. at 542.6; OR. REV. STAT. § 586.270(3) (1981) ($500 fee for

warehouse license).

10. See, e.g., IOWA CODE ANN. § 542.4 (West Supp. 1984-1985).
11. See, e.g., MD. AGRIC. CODE ANN. § 13-211(3) (Supp. 1985) ($100,000),
N.M. STAT. ANN.§ 56-6-3 (1978) ($5000), N.C. GEN. STAT. § 106-604 (1978) ($10,000).
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of the warehouse"

or the dollar volume of purchases for grain

dealers," subject to specified minimum and maximum amounts. That

minimum bonding requirements range from $1000" to $50,000" and

maximum requirements from $40,000" and to $1,000,000" gives some

idea of the variation in bonding requirements. States which have
separate provisions for warehouses and dealers usually impose higher
bonding requirements on dealers than on warehouses.' 8
A number of states have recently set minimum net worth requirements to obtain a grain warehouse license. These may be a fixed
amount," or vary with capacity" or the dollar volume of business. 2'
A deficiency in net assets or net worth can usually be remedied by
a pro tanto increase of the bond.2" Also, state statutes frequently pro-

12. See, e.g., ARK. STAT. ANN. § 77-1307 (1981), ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 114 §
214.8 (1983) (but now Illinois only requires a bond for selected elevators with insufficient net worth compared to outstanding financial obligations); IND. CODE ANN.
26-3-7-10 (West Supp. 1984-1985), Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 251.451 (Supp. 1984),
LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 3.3410 (West Supp. 1986), MICH. COMP. LAWS § 285.67a
(1985), Miss. CODE ANN. § 75-44-31 (Supp. 1985), MONT. CODE ANN. § 80-4-505
(1985), OKLA. STAT. ANN. *tit. 2, § 9-22 (West Supp. 1985-1986), OR. REV. STAT.
§ 586.300 (1981), TENN. CODE ANN. § 43-27-103 (Supp. 1984), WASH. REV. CODE.
§ 22.09.090(2) (1983).
13. ALA. CODE § 2-31-4 (Supp. 1984), GA. CODE ANN. § 5-654(a) (Harrison
Supp. 1982), IDAHO CODE §§ 69-503, 69-504 (Supp. 1984) (flat rates set for specified
volumes), IOWA CODE ANN. § 542.3(2)(a), 542.4 (West Supp. 1984-1985), Ky. REV.
STAT. ANN. § 251.720(3) (Supp. 1984), Miss. CODE ANN. § 75-45-305 (Supp. 1984),

MONT. CODE ANN. § 80-4-604 (1983), NEB. REV. STAT. § 88-518 (Supp. 1984), NEV.
REV. STAT. § 576.040(3) (1981), S.C. CODE ANN. § 46-41-60 (Supp. 1985), WASH.
REV. CODE § 22.09.090(3) (1983), Wis. STAT. ANN. § 127.07(5)(f) (West Supp.

1985-1986).
14. FLA. STAT. ANN. § 604.20(1) (West Supp. 1985).
15. WASH. REV. CODE § 22.09.090(3) (West Supp. 1985-86).
16. VA. CODE § 3.1-722.19 (1983).
17. MIss. CODE ANN. § 75-44-31(1), 75-45-305 (Supp. 1984); Mo. ANN. STAT.
§ 411.278(2) (Vernon 1979), MONT. CODE ANN. § 80-4-405 (1985).
18. Compare, Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 251.451 (Supp. 1984) ($10,000 minimum
for warehouses) with id. § 251.720 (Supp. 1984) ($25,000 minimum for grain dealers).
But see NEB. REv. STAT. § 88-503(3)(b) (Supp. 1984) ($25,000 minimum for warehouses
receiving grain in carload lots); id. § 88-518 ($12,000 minimum for dealers).
19. See, e.g., IOWA CODE ANN. § 542.3 (West Supp. 1985), MD. Aoic. CODE
§ 13-211 (Supp. 1985), MICH. STAT. ANN. § 12.119(5) (Callaghan Supp. 1985).
20. See, e.g., Miss.

CODE

ANN. § 75-44-21 (Supp. 1984), Mo.

ANN. STAT.

§

411.280 (Vernon Supp. 1986), MONT. CODE ANN. § 80-4-506 (1985).
21. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 926.06 (Supp. 1983).
22. See, e.g., IOWA CODE ANN. § 542.3 (West Supp. 1984-1985), MIss. CODE
ANN. § 75-44-21 (Supp. 1984), Mo. ANN. STAT. § 411.280 (Vernon Supp. 1985).
In Maryland, the bonding and net worth requirements are alternatives. MD.AcRnC.
CODE § 13-211 (Supp. 1984).
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vide that no license will be issued if the applicant has demonstrated
fiscal irresponsibility or has been convicted of a serious crime.23
2.

Liens and priority claims

A few states have attempted to aid grain producers by creating
statutory liens on a grain elevator's or grain dealer's grain assets for
according the producers priority status in the event of the elevator's
insolvency.
Under Washington law, grain depositors," have a first priority
statutory lien on commodities they store with grain warehouses or
on the proceeds if the commodities are sold. 5 The lien arises when
the storage obligation commences or, for grain sold by the producer,
at the time title transfers. The grain depositor's lien will be preferred over any lien or security interest of any other creditor of the
grain warehouse or grain dealer regardless of priority in time." In
the event a grain warehouse or dealer fails, 2" the department of
agriculture is to liquidate the liens and satisfy claims in the following
order:
(1) claims of depositors possessing warehouse receipts or any
written evidence of ownership that discloses the warehouse's storage
obligation.
23. IoWA CODE ANN. § 542.5 (West Supp. 1984-1985) (convicted of felony involving violations of grain dealer or warehouse law); NEB. REV. STAT. § 88-503(a)
(Supp. 1984) (must show fiscal responsibility); NEV. REV. STAT. § 576.035 (1981)
(demonstrate character, responsibility and good faith); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 106-610
(1978).
24. WASH. REV. CODE § 22.09.011(11) (1983).
25. Id. § 22.09.371(1).
26. Id.

27. Id. § 22.09.371(2).
28. 'Failure' means:
(a) An inability to financially satisfy claimants in accordance with this chapter
and the time limits provided for in it;
(b) A public declaration of insolvency;
(c) A revocation of license and the leaving of an outstanding indebtedness
to a depositor;
(d) A failure to redeliver any commodity to a depositor or to pay depositors
for commodities purchased by a licensee in the ordinary course of business
and where a bona fide dispute does not exist between the licensee and the
depositor;
(e) A failure to make application for license renewal within sixty-days after
the annual license renewal date; or
(f) A denial of the application for a license renewal.
Id. § 22.09.011.
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(2) claims of depositors possessing written evidence of the sale
of a commodity who have completed delivery and pricing during
a 30-day period immediately before the failure.
(3) claims of all other depositors with written evidence of sale
of the commodity to the failure warehouseman."

If the the debtor's grain assets cannot satisfy all claimants in
a class, the claimants of that priority will share the assets pro rata
while claimants with a lower priority receive nothing."0
Illinois has adopted a substantially similar statutory line system.

The current version 3 of the Illinois Grain Dealers and Warehouseman

Act 2 establishes three levels of priority in the "grain assets"" of a
"failed"" grain dealer or warehouseman. The act imposes a statutory
lien on the grain assets in favor of:
29. Id. § 22.09.391.
30. Id.
31. The previous version of ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 127, § 40.23 (1983) was approved
by P.A. 82-771 on June 29, 1982. This version gave farmer-bailors priority over
both secured and unsecured creditors. The current form of § 40.23, which became
effective Dec. 30, 1982, places farmers-bailors and creditors with a security interest
in the debtor's "grain assets" on an equal footing. ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 127, § 40.23
(1983).
32. ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 127, § 40.23 (1983).
33. 'Grain assets' means all grain owned or stored by said failed grain
dealer or failed warehouseman, including grain in transit which was shipped
by the failed grain dealer or failed warehouseman and for which payment
has not been received; redeposited grain; proceeds from the sale of grain
due or to become due; the equity (net of any secured financing directly
associated therewith) in assets in commodity exchange grain margin accounts,
any monies due or to become due (net of any secured financing directly
associated therewith) from any futures contracts on any recognized commodity exchange; any other unencumbered funds or property or equity of
the failed grain dealer or warehouseman in funds or property wherever
located which can be directly traced as being from the sale of grain by
the failed grain dealer or failed warehouseman, provided that any such funds,
property, or equity in funds or property, shall not be deemed to be encumbered unless the encumbrance results from good and valuable consideration advanced by any secured party on a bona fide basis, and further provided that said encumbrance is not the result of the taking of such funds,
property, or equity in such funds or property as additional collateral for
an antecedent debt; or other unencumbered funds, property, or equity in
assets.
ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 127, § 40.23 (1983).
34. 'Failure' means: (a) An inability to financially satisfy claimants in
accordance with applicable statute or regulation and the time limits provided for therein, if any; (b) A public declaration of insolvency; (c) A revocation of license and leaving outstanding indebtedness to claimants; (d) A failure
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(1) "claimants"" with warehouse receipts for grain owned or

stored by the debtor;
(2) lenders who made loans within 21 days of the failure and
were to have received a warehouse receipt as security but did not;
(3) claimants who surrendered warehouse receipts for grain sold
to the debtor within 21 days of the failure but were not paid;
(4) bailors with written evidence of ownership (other than
warehouse receipts) such as scale tickets, settlement sheets, and ledger
cards.

If the debtor's grain assets cannot satisfy the above claimants, they
will share the assets pro rata.
The second priority group consists of claimants who sold their
grain within 30 days of the failure at a set price to be paid later.
The final priority group consists of all other sellers of grain with written
36
evidence of the sale.
The statutory lien will arise at one of three times: delivery of
the grain for sale, commencement of the storage obligation, or
advancement of the funds by the lender. 3" The lien does not relate
to the date the claim arises. It is governed by the above priority rules

to pay claimants in the ordinary course of business and where a bona fide
dispute does not exist between licensee and customer; (e) A failure to apply
for license renewal; (f) A denial of license renewal; or (g) A voluntary surrendering of a license.
ILL. REv. STAT. ch. 127, § 40.23 (1983).
35. 'Claimant' means a person who is unable to secure satisfaction of financial obligations due from a person subject to regulation by the Department,
in accordance with applicable statute or regulation and the time limits provided for therein, if any, under the following Acts, as now or hereafter
amended:
(a) 'The Illinois Egg and Egg Products Act';
(b) 'An Act to regulate the business of storing personal property for a
compensation and to repeal an Act named therein';
(c) 'The Public Grain Warehouse and Warehouse Receipts Act';
(d) 'Livestock Auction Market Law';
(e) 'Illinois Pesticide Act of 1979';
(f) 'Weights and Measures Act';
(g) 'Illinois Livestock Dealer Licensing Act';
(h) 'Slaughter Livestock Buyers Act';
(i) 'An Act to license and regulate grain dealers engaged in the business
of purchasing grain from the producers thereof and making an appropriation in connection therewith'; or
(j) 'An Act providing for the licensing of feeder swine dealers, regulating
such businesses, and providing penalties for violation hereof'.
ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 127, § 40.23 (1983). (Footnotes omitted).
36. ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 127, § 40.23 (1983).
37. Id.
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and is assigned by law to the Illinois Department of Agriculture unless
the department assigns the lien to a claimant during an adversary proceeding to recover grain assets. The lien does not transfer over to
assets or proceeds of assets received or liquidated by the Department
of Agriculture until there is a failure and subsequent liquidation."
Several other states provide grain procedures with priority claims.
Michigan law provides that in the event of the failure or insolvency
of a grain warehouse, the farm produce on hand will be first applied
exclusively to redeem outstanding storage receipts. 3 ' Wyoming has a
similar provision which applies during the first 120 days after the insolvency or failure occurs.'
Wisconsin grants the claims of any producer against any dealer
a preference in an insolvency or federal bankruptcy proceeding." No
preference is provided for producers' claims against warehouses.
3.

Insurance and indemnity funds

Six states"' have created indemnity funds or grain insurance programs to provide producers with an additional source of recovery for
losses occasioned by the failure of grain dealers and warehouses.' 3
38. Id.
39. MicH. STAT. ANN. § 12.119(8) (Callaghan 1981).
40. Wyo. STAT. § 11-11-114 (Supp. 1984).
41. WIs. STAT. ANN. § 127.12(2) (west Supp. 1984-1985) provides:
The whole claim of any producer against any dealer because of grain sold
or delivered for sale to the dealer and any judgment for this claim is entitled
to the same preference in any insolvency or other creditor's proceedings
as is given by any law of this state to claims for labor. . . .This preference
shall also be given in bankruptcy proceedings to the extent permitted by
the federal law ...
42. See Grain Insurance Act ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 114 §§ 701-712 (1983); Ky.
REV. STAT. § 251.650 (1984); N.Y. AcRic. & MKTS. LAW § 250 (McKenney Supp.
1986); OHIo REV. CODE ANN. § 926.07 (Page Supp. 1984); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit.
2 § 9-42 (West Supp. 1985). Maryland repealed its grain indemnity fund on July
1, 1983.
43. The provisions of the Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio and Oklahoma statutes are
clearly broad enough to cover both grain dealers and grain warehouses as those terms
are used in this paper. New York's statute applies to transactions involving "a commission merchant, dealer, net return receiver or broker. . . ." N.Y. AGasc. & MKTS.
LAW § 244 (McKinney Supp. 1984-1985). South Carolina's statute applies to "grain
dealers" which are persons engaged in "'buying, receiving, selling, exchanging,
negotiating, processing for resale or soliciting the sale, resale, exchange or transfer
of grain purchased from the producer. . . ." S.C. CODE ANN. § 46-41-210(4) (Law.
Co-op. Supp. 1984). The term "receiving may encompass grain warehouses; grain
dealers are clearly covered.
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New York" Ohio,"' Oklahoma, 6 and South Carolina"" have established

indemnity funds. The source of revenue for the funds is an assess-

ment on product delivered by producers to dealers and warehouses.'"
The statutes differ as to whether the dealer or warehouse or the pro-

ducer must pay the assessment." Once the fund reaches a specified

size,"0 the assessments cease until the fund is depleted.
If a grain producer does not receive full satisfaction of his claim

from the grain warehouseman, the dealer, or the surety on the bond,

the producer may then file a claim against the indemnity fund. In
New York, claims may not be paid out, until the fund reaches one
million dollars.5 A producer may recover 100% of the first $10,000

of his loss and 80% of the remaining dollar value of his loss in Ohio. 2

In Oklahoma and South Carolina, initial payment depends on the
size of the indemnity fund; additional recovery up to 100% of the
loss may be had in future years."

44. N.Y. ARiic. & MKTS. LAW § 250 (McKinney Supp. 1984-1985) ("a fee
for deposit in the agricultural producers security fund").
45. Omo REV. CODE Am. § 926.16-926.18 (Page Supp. 1984) (The "agricultural
commodity depositors special account" is not limited to grain deposits).
46. OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 2, § 9-42 et. seq. (West Supp. 1984-1985) (Oklahoma
Grain Storage Indemnity Fund).
47. S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 46-41-200 to 46-41-250 (Law. Co-op. Supp. 1984) (South
Carolina Dealers and Handlers Guaranty Fund).
48. N.Y. AGRIC. & MKTS. LAW § 250(b) (McKinney Supp. 19840-1985) (fee
based on annual volume of purchases of farm products); OHIO REV. CODE ANN.
§ 926.16(A), 926.17(A) (Page Supp. 1984) (amount set annually by director of
agriculture not to exceed one-half of one cent per bushel); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit.
2, § 9-44 (West Supp. 1984-1985) (two mills per bushel); S.C. CODE ANN. § 46-41-220
(Law. Co-op. Supp. 1984) (one cent per bushel on soybeans and one-half cent per
bushel on all other grains).
49. N.Y. AGRIC. & MKTS. LAW § 250(b) (McKinney Supp. 1984-1985) ("applicants who [may] elect to recover a portion of the fee . . . from producers");
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 926.16 (Page Supp. 1984) (licensed handlers); OKLA. STAT.
ANN. tit. 2, § 9-44 (West Supp. 1984-1985) (grain dealer); S.C. CODE ANN. § 46-41-220
(Law Co-op. Supp. 1983) ("collected by the grain dealer from the producer").
50. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 926.17(B) (Page SUpp. 1984) (the greater of onehalf the sum of all claims approved during the preceding four years or $4,000,000);
OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 2, § 9-45 (West Supp. 1984-1985) ($10,000,000); S.C. CODE
ANN. § 46-41-230 (Law. Co-op. Supp. 1984) ($6,000,000).
51. N.Y. AoRIC. & MKTS. LAW § 250(g) (McKinney Supp. 1984-1985).
52. OHIo REv. CODE ANN. § 926.18(B) (Page Supp. 1984). Ohio does not have
a bonding requirement from which a producer may first recover. See supra note 5.
53. OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 2, § 9-45 (West Supp. 1984-1985), S.C. CODE ANN.
§ 46-41-230 (Law. Co-op Supp. 1984).
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Illinois5 ' and Kentucky" have recently enacted virtually identical

statutes providing for grain insurance programs. The programs operate
much like the indemnity fund programs.
In Illinois, every grain dealer and warehouseman licensed by the
state, and those federally licensed warehouses which choose to par-

ticipate in the insurance program,

are assessed a fee based on their

bonding requirements." Grain producers pay the assessment under
the Kentucky statute." In both Kentucky and Illinois, these assessments

are held by a grain insurance fund." The money in the grain insurance
fund transfers to a grain indemnity trust fund as necessary to com-

pensate claimants."0 Claimants who have lost money because of a

failure"' of a grain warehouseman 6 are entitled to full compensation
in Illinois" and to 85% of valid claims in Kentucky."' Producers who

54. The Illinois Grain Insurance Act is codified at ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 114,
§ 701-12 (1983). (It became effective on August 16, 1983).
55. Ky. REV. STAT. § 251.600 et. seq. (Supp. 9184) (effective July 13, 1984).
56. ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 114, § 704 (1983).
57. Id.at 705.
58. Ky. REv. STAT. § 251.640 (1984).
59. See also ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 114, § 706 (1983); Ky. REv. STAT. § 251.640(1)
(1984).
60. ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 114, § 706 (1983); Ky. REV. STAT. § 251.650(1) (1984).
61. Illinois provides in its definition that:
'Failure' means:
(a) an inability to financially satisfy a claimant in accordance with applicable
statute or regulation and the time limits provided therein, if any;
(b) a declaration of insolvency;
(c) a revocation of license and leaving of outstanding indebtedness to
claimants;
(d) a failure to pay claimants in the ordinary course of ,business where
a bona fide dispute does not exist between a grain dealer or grain
warehouseman and a customer;
(e) a failure to apply for license renewal;
(f) a denial of license renewal; or
(g) a voluntary surrendering of a license.
ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 114, § 702 (1983).
62. Both Illinois and Kentucky use the following definition:
'Grain warehouseman' or 'warehouseman' means any person who owns,
controls, operates or manages any public grain warehouse in which grain
is stored for a compensation and includes any grain warehouse licensed under
the United States Warehouse Act that has entered into a cooperative agreement with the Department
ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 114, § 702 (1983); Ky. REV. STAT. § 251.610(14) (1984).
63. ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 114, § 708(b) (1983).
64. Ky. REV. STAT. § 251.670(3) (1984).
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have incurred financial losses due to failure of a grain dealer6 5 will
be compensated for 85% of valid claims to a maximum of $100,000
in Illinois 66 and for 80% of valid claims to a maximum of $100,000
in Kentucky.
B.

FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY LAW

Federal bankruptcy law did not specifically address grain elevator
bankruptcies until the Bankruptcy Code was amended in 1984.6 Prior

to these amendments, questions arose as to the farmer's right to reclaim
grain stored in or sold to an elevator being reorganized or liquidated
in a federal bankruptcy proceeding. Indeed, it was not clear whether
a bankruptcy court even had jurisdiction over stored grain. The 1984
amendments assume the bankruptcy court's jurisdiction over stored

grain and resolve some of the uncertainties regarding reclamation.
1. Bankruptcy Act of 1898

Under the Bankruptcy Act of 1898,69 the farmer-bailor was able

to reclaim his grain without a problem, unless the terms of the bailment or state law provided otherwise." ° Unpaid storage charges would

not have barred the bailor from reclaiming his grain.'

65. Again Kentucky and Illinois are identical in the following definition:
'Grain dealer' means any person engaged in the business of buying grain
from producers thereof for resale or for milling or processing. A producer
of grain buying grain for his own use as seed or feed shall not be considered as being engaged in the business of buying grain for resale or for
milling or processing."
ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 114, § 702 (1983); Ky. REV. STAT. § 251.610(12) (1984).
66. ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 114, § 708(a) (1983).
67. Ky. REv. STAT. § 251.670(2) (1984).
68. See, e.g., 11 U.S.C. §§ 507(a)(5), 546(d), 557 (Supp. I 1985).
69. Act of July 1, 1898, ch. 541, 30 Stat. 544 (amended 1938), repealed by
the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-598, 92 Slat. 2549 (1978).
70. "lilt is well settled that absent state statutory enactment to the contrary,
if property is in a bankrupt's hands as bailee or agent, the trustee holds it as such,
and the bailor or principal may recover the property or its proceeds." (footnote
omitted). 4A COLLIER, J. MOORE, R. OGLEBAY, F. KENNEDY, & L. KING, COLLIER
ON BANKRUPTCY 1 70.18[41 (14th ed. 1978); See also, Note, In re Cox Cotton Co:
Is there a Right to Reclaim Bailed Property from the Estate of a Debtor Under
the Bankruptcy Code? 17 TULSA L.J. 728, 737 (1982).
71. In re John H. Parker Co., 268 F. 868 (N.D. Ohio 1920), In Parker Co.,
the maker of cork shipped tile to a contractor installing a floor in an art gallery.
The bankruptcy receiver took possession of the tile when the contractor became
bankrupt. The court, after finding that the bankrupt had not paid for the tile, held
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2.

The 1978 Bankruptcy Reform Act

After the adoption of the Bankruptcy Code in 1978, the bankruptcy court's jurisdiction over bailed grain and the farmer's right to
reclaim bailed or paid grain became less clear.
(1) The Jurisdiction of the Bankruptcy Court.
The Bankruptcy Court has jurisdiction over property in the debtor's estate. Under Section 541:
(a) The commencement of a case under Sections 301, 302, or
303 of this title creates an estate. Such estate is comprised of all
of the following property, wherever located:

(1) ... all legal or equitable interests of the debtor in property
2
as of the commencement of the case.

It appears that this broad definition of the estate would include the
debtor's possessory interest in grain stored at the elevator. The Eighth
Circuit Court of Appeals so held in Missouri v. United States
7 3
Bankruptcy Court:

On the record before us, the debtors' interest in the Missouri
grain consists of possession and a minute ownership interest. In light
of the broad definition of property under Section 541 of the Code,
these interests in the grain are sufficient to trigger preliminary
jurisdiction over the property in the bankruptcy court. Of course,
the bankruptcy court must make the final determination of property interest after full presentation of the evidence."
The Eighth Circuit looked to a sentence in the House and Senate
reports which accompanied the section to reach its conclusion that
the bankruptcy court had jurisdiction over the bailed grain: "The debtor's interest in property also includes 'title' to property, which is
an interest, just as are a possessory interest or leasehold interest, for
example.""

that the tile maker could reclaim it "upon the payment by it of storage charges.
These latter charges were necessary for the preservation of this property prior to
the filing of the . . . reclamation petition and pending the determination by the
court of the controversy respecting the tile." Id. at 869.
72. 11 U.S.C. § 541(a)(1) (1983).
73. 647 F.2d 768 (8th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 454 U.S. 1162 (1982).
74. Id. at 774 (footnotes & citations omitted).
75. Id. citing H.R. Rep. No. 595, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 367 (1977), reprinted
in 1978 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 5963, 6323; S. Rep. No. 989, 95th Cong.,
2d Sess. 82, reprinted in 1978 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEws 5787, 5868 (emphasis
supplied by Court).
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In support of the conclusion that "possession" 6 and "a minute
ownership interest" 7 7 in the grain sufficed to bring the grain into the
debtor's estate, the Eighth Circuit also cited Collier on Bankruptcy."'
The Collier authors state that "[u]nder the Code, Section 362 will
automatically stay the bailor or principal from divesting the debtor
of possession, and the estate will include the debtor's right under the
bailment, agency or assignment contract." 79

The conclusion that bailed property in the possession of the deb-

tor is part- of the debtor's estate was not inescapable under the Code.
Section 362(a)(3) provides that the filing of a bankruptcy petition stays
"any act to obtain possession of property of the estate or of property from the estate.""0 Arguably, the distinction between property of
the estate and property from the estate indicates that Congress did

not consider bailed property held by the debtor to be "of the estate."
The authors of Collier on Bankruptcy recognize this:

[Plroperty which is protected [under 362(a)(3)] may be property of
the estate or property in the possession of the estate. An example
of the latter would be property which has been leased or bailed to
the debtor prior to the commencement of the case.'
This argument was raised in the context of a grain elevator bankruptcy
in In re Cox Cotton Co.12 The court skirted the argument, however,
noting that the stay applied to the grain in any event and that the
grain depositor, Wayne Cryts, had not shown he was the bailor of
the grain. 3
76. Id.
77. Id.
78. Id. citing 4 COLLIER ON BANKRUPTCY
541.08[21 (15th ed. 1979).
79. 4 M. COOK, R.D. AGOSTINO, A. PEDLAR, COLLIER ON BANKRUPTCY
541.08[21 (15th ed. 1979). The authors then cite id. 541(c)(1) of the Code. Section
541(c)(l)(A) provides: "Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection [relating
to restrictions on the transfer of a beneficial interest of the debtor in a trust that
is enforceable under applicable nonbankruptcy law], an interest of the debtor in property becomes property of the estate under subsection (a)(1), (a)(2), or (a)(5) of this
section notwithstanding any provision . . . (A) that restricts or conditions transfer
of such interest by the debtor."
Under this section, the bailee's "interest" in bailed property would become
part of the bailee's estate in bankruptcy.
80. 11 U.S.C. § 362(a)(3) (1983).

81. 2 J. LEWITTES, H. MILLER, P. MURPHY, J. SUMET, W. STERN, COLLIER
ON BANKRUPTCY
362.04[31 (15th ed. 1979). See also 2 R. BABrrT, A. HERZOG,
COLLIER BANKRUPTCY MANUAL 1 362.03[3] (3rd ed. 1979). ("The stay reaches property of the estate that may be in the hand of third parties as well as property that
does not belong to the estate or debtor but which is in the possession of the estate").
82. 24 Bankr. 930, 933 (E.D. Ark. 1982).
83. Id. at 935.
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3.

The 1984 Amendments to the Bankruptcy Code

The Bankruptcy Amendments and Federal Judgeship Act of 198484
directly addresses the rights of producers of grain"5 against insolvent
elevators and warehouses." Congress has declared that the bankruptcy
court has jurisdiction over bailed grain, resolving one uncertainty under
the 1978 Act.
The 1984 amendments provide limited relief to grain producers
who seek reclamation from grain warehouses which are being liquidated

or reorganized under federal bankruptcy laws. The provisions apply
to cases filed on or after October 8, 1984.87 The relief is limited,
reflecting Congress's desire to remove impediments to reclamation and

speed the reorganization/liquidation process rather than significantly
increase the protection of grain producers to the detriment of other
creditors and the debtor."
The amendments grant a fifth priority in the distribution of assets
of the assets of the estate to pay unsecured claims of grain producers

and raisers for grain or the proceeds of grain." The priority claim
is limited to $2,000 for each claimant."' The producer retains a general
claim for the excess of his claim over $2,000. Any entity subrogated
to the grain producer's claim is also entitled to this priority.9 '
The amendments also directly address the grain producer's right

84. Pub. L. No. 98-353, 98 Stat. 333 (1984).
85. Grain is defined as "wheat, corn, flaxseed, grain sorgum, barley, oats,
rye, soybeans, other dry edible beans, or rice." 11 U.S.C. § 557(b) (Supp. 11 1985).
86. The right of reclamation provided by the 1984 amendments extends only
to farmers who have sold grain. See infra note 124 and accompanying text. Section
557, providing for an expedited determination of interests in grain assets, applies
to both bailed and sold grain. See infra notes 99-102 and accompanying text.
87. Bankruptcy Amendments and Federal Judgeship Act of 1984, Pub. L. No.
98-353, 553(a), 98 Stat. 333, 392 (1984).
88. Pickard, New Bankruptcy Grain Storage Amendments, AaRIC. L. UPDATE
Oct. 1984, at 3.
89. 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(5) (Supp. 1I 1985).
90. The $2000 limit is comparable to the limit on third priority claims for labor
and fourth priority claims for contribution to employee benefit plans. Id. § 507(a)(3),
(4).
91. The language of the statute indicates otherwise. Section 507(d) reads: "An
entity that is subrogated to the rights of a holder of a claim of a kind specified
in- subsection . . . (a)(5) . . . of this section is not subrogated to the right of the
holder of such claim to priority. . . ." 1I U.S.C. § 507(d) (1983). The claim for grain
or grain proceeds is a subsection (a)(5) claim. Section (d), however, was not amended
by the 1984 Act. The reference, therefore, is to the priority claim of consumer creditors
for deposits previously entitled to fifth priority. See 2 R. BAnrr, A. HEazoo, CoLIHER BANKRUPTCY MANUAL
507.10 n. 776 (3rd ed. 1979).
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to reclaim grain sold to an insolvent elevator. The powers of the
bankruptcy trustee to avoid certain transfers of the debtor's property, such as statutory liens,"2 preferences 3 and post-petition
transactions" are subject to any common law or statutory right of
a grain producer to reclaim grain sold to an insolvent grain storage
facility." The grain must have been sold, not merely stored, at the
elevator. Furthermore, the elevator must have been insolvent at the
time of the sale.' 6 The producer must demand reclamation in writing
within ten days of receipt of the grain by the debtor. 7 There may
be occasions when .the return of the grain would prove impractical.
In such cases the court may deny reclamation if it grants the grain
producer a lien securing his or her claim.' 8
New section 557 probably provides the most assistance to producers who have stored grain in storage facilities which are in federal
bankruptcy proceedings." ' The section calls for expedited determinations of interests in grain held by a bankrupt warehouseman and expedited disposition of such grain and disposition of the proceeds. The
court must expedite these procedures on the request of the trustee
or any entity that claims an interest in the grain or proceeds
thereof. 0' 0 The court may also expedite proceedings on its own
motion.'
The procedures to be expedited include the filing of and responses
to a claim of ownership, proof of a claim, a request for abandonment, request for relief from the automatic stay, a request for determination of whether the grain or proceeds are property of the estate,
the disposition of the grain or the distribution of the proceeds, the
appointment of a trustee, and the determination of a related dispute."0 2
The court is to shorten the time period "to the greatest extent
feasible."' 0 3 Factors for the court to consider in setting the time period
include the need of an entity claiming an interest in the grain for
92. 11 U.S.C. § 545 (Supp. 11 1985).
93. 11 U.S.C. § 547 (Supp. I1 1985).
94. 11 U.S.C. § 549 (Supp. 11 1985).
95. 11 U.S.C. § 546 (Supp. 11 1985).
96. The Bankruptcy Code defines insolvent as a "financial condition such that
the sum of such entity's debts is greater than all of such entity's property, at fair
valuation. . . ." 11 U.S.C. § 101 (26) (1982).
97. 11 U.S.C. § 546(c)(1) (Supp. 1H1985).
98. 11 U.S.C. § 546(c)(2) (Supp. 11 1985).
99. 11 U.S.C. § 557 (Supp. II 1985).
100. 11 U.S.C. § 557(c)(1) (Supp. 11 1985).
101. Id.
102. 11 U.S.C. § 557(d) (Supp. I1 1985).
103. 11 U.S.C. § 557(c)(1) (Supp. I 1985).
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a prompt determination of its interest or a prompt disposition of its
claim, the market for the grain, the conditions of storage, the costs
of continued storage or disposition, a sufficient opportunity for the
assertion of an interest in the grain, the orderly administration of
the estate, and other relevant considerations. 0'
The timetable set by the court is not to exceed 120 days,' 5 but
the court may modify the timetable to extend beyond 120 days if
"the interests of justice so require" and the "interests of those
claimants entitled to distribution of grain or the proceeds of the grain
'0 6
will not be materially injured."'
If the debtor has in storage more than 10,000 bushels of a specific
type of grain, the trustee is to sell the grain and distribute the proceeds.' 0 Section 557(e) attempts to clarify the competing jurisdiction
of the bankruptcy court and state agencies charged with liquidation
of insolvent grain warehouses. The section requires notice to the state
agency of any request for or order of expedition. 08 The agency may
raise, appear and be heard on any issue relating to such grain.' 09
Furthermore, the bankruptcy trustee must consult the agency before
taking action with respect to the disposition of the grain." 0 Section
557(h) provides that the trustee may recover from the grain or proceeds only the reasonable and necessary expenses of preserving or
disposing of the grain or proceeds and not other administrative expenses. "I'
IV.

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF LEGISLATIVE APPROACHES

A critical analysis of the statutory approaches described in part
III indicates that some of these approaches fall far short of the goals
set forth in part II. Whether the recent innovations dealing with failures
of grain dealers and warehouses will significantly improve protection
for grain producers remains to be seen, but some obvious problems
are yet unsolved.
A. LICENSING AND BONDING REQUIREMENTS
Licensing and bonding requirements remain generally ineffective
104. 11 U.S.C. § 557(c)(2) (Supp. II 1985):
105. 11 U.S.C. § 557(c)(1) (Supp. II 1985).
106. II U.S.C. § 557(f) (Supp. 11 1985).
107. 11 U.S.C. § 557(i) (Supp. II 1985).
108. 11 U.S.C. § 557(e)(1) (Supp. 1I 1985).

109. 11 U.S.C. § 557(e)(2) (Supp. II 1985).
110. 11 U.S.C. § 557(e)(3) (Supp. II 1985).
Ill. 11 U.S.C. § 557(h) (Supp. 11 1985).
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as a means of protecting farmers who store grain in elevators or sell
to grain dealers. Less than half the states require the applicant for
a dealer's or warehouseman's license to disclose net worth."' Bonding requirements in some states are woefully inadequate to meet the
claims of grain producers upon the failure of a warehouse or dealer.
B.

LIENS

Liens and priority claims created by state law may run afoul of
the federal Bankruptcy Code. The Bankruptcy Code invalidates
statutory liens which fail to comply with the Code's specifications.
Thus, the grain producer with a statutory lien may be in the position
of an unsecured creditor if the warehouse or dealer with which he
his dealt files for protection under the federal bankruptcy laws.
Under Section 545 of the Bankruptcy Code, a trustee may avoid
a statutory lien on the property of the debtor to the extent that such
lien:
(1) first becomes effective against the debtor;
(a) when a case under this title concerning the debtor is
commenced;
(b) when an insolvency proceeding other than under this title
concerning the debtor is commenced.
(c) vhen a custodian is appointed or takes possession;
(d) when the debtor becomes insolvent;
(e) when the debtor's financial condition fails to meet a
specified standard; or
(f) at the time of an execution against property of the debtor
levied at the instance of an entity other than the holder of such
statutory lien.'' I3

5
Both the Washington' '"and Illinois' provisions are probably
valid in a federal bankruptcy proceeding despite the trustee's lien
avoidance powers. Under Washington law, the lien arises when the
storage obligation commences or, for grain sold by the producer, at
6
the time title transfers." Similarly, the producer's lien under Illinois
law arises upon delivery of the grain for sale, commencement ' of the
storage obligation or at the time the lender advances funds." Since
neither statutory lien is triggered by the dealer's or warehouseman's

112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.

See infra Appendix pp. -.
11 U.S.C. § 545(1) (Supp. II 1985).
See supra notes 24-30 and accompanying text.
See supra notes 31-38 and accompanying text.
WASH. REV. CODE 22.09.371(1) (1983).
ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 127, § 40.23 (1983).
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bankruptcy petition or financial condition, the liens should be enforceable in a bankruptcy proceeding." '
The 1984 amendments address the lien avoidance problem to a
limited extent. The trustee cannot avoid a producer's statutory right
to reclaim grain sold to a dealer while the dealer was insolvent." 9
The amendments do not, however, alter the possibility of lien avoidance
for producers who merely store grain at a warehouse or elevator or
sell the grain before the dealer becomes insolvent.
The creation of a statutory lien may impair the warehouse's or
dealer's ability to obtain credit. Creditors' claims will be paid only
after the depositor's liens are satisfied. The creditor may find it difficult, at the time of the loan, to predict the likelihood that his claim
will be subordinated, but this unfairness is mitigated by the fact that
the creditor is best able to assess the dealer or elevator.
C.

INSURANCE AND INDEMNITY FUNDS

Early indications suggest that insurance and indemnity funds will
meet the goal of adequately protecting gain producers. In Illinois,
for example, in fiscal year 1984, the first year of operation of the
Illinois Grain Insurance Fund, resort to the Fund was had in only
one of seven elevator or dealer insolvencies. 10 The Fund paid claims
totalling $573,000, compensating producers in full for their losses.''
The insurance/indemnity funds are subject to criticism on grounds
of fairness to the party, whether dealer, warehouse or producer, which
bears the cost of the assessment. Assessments based on capacity without
regard to the financial stability of the dealer or warehouse force financially responsible dealers and warehouses to underwrite the losses occasioned by the failure of less responsible dealers and elevators.
The Illinois, Kentucky and Ohio indemnity insurance programs
do not guarantee payment in full to producers who file valid claims
against the fund.' 22 Bearing some risk of loss on the grain producer
is theoretically sound as the producer retains some incentive to "shop"
for a responsible elevator or dealer. Whether the fifteen to twenty
percent risk of loss is appropriate for the purpose remains to be seen.
The farmer relying on the presence of an indemnity or insurance
118. At least one student author agrees as to the validity of liens under the
Illinois Act. See, Comment, Grain Elevator Bankruptcy-Has Illinois Successfully
Provided Security to Farmers?, 1983 S. ILL. L.J. 337.
119. See supra notes 92-97 and accompanying text.
120. 1984 ILL. DEP'T. OF AGRIC. ANN REP. 24.

121. Id.
122. See supra notes 51, 61-67 and accompanying text.
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fund must also determine whether the elevator or dealer with which
he deals is licensed by the state or federal government. States
establishing these funds generally permit, but do not require federally
licensed warehouses to participate in the fund.' 23 Thus, the producer
must ascertain whether the warehouse is federally licensed, and if so,
whether it has chosen to join the fund.
D.

FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY LAWS

The 1984 amendments to the Bankruptcy Code appear to take
significant steps towards protecting grain producers when a grain
elevator or dealer filed for protection under the federal bankruptcy
laws.
The amendments preserve the grain producer's right, provided
by state law, to reclaim grain sold to an insolvent dealer. 2 ' Unfortunately, the statute does not similarly preserve the producer's right
to reclaim grain stored with a warehouse or grain sold while the dealer
was solvent.
The most important provisions of the 1984 act are those related
to expediting determination of interest and disposition of grain held
by a bankrupt warehouseman or dealer. How helpful this section will
be for producers of grain remains to be seen and depends largely
on the cooperation of the bankruptcy judges. The statute provides
for determination of such interests within 120 days but permits the
judge to extend the time period if the interests of justice so require
and the interest of claimants will not be materially injured by delay.'
An overly liberal interpretation of the "interests of justice" language
by bankruptcy courts could undermine the statutory purpose of
speeding up such determinations.
V.

CONCLUSION

The problem of protection of farmers in grain elevator or dealer
insolvencies continues, as many states rely on unsatisfactory bonding
or licensing requirements that have not addressed all of the ramifications of alternative means of protection. Only time will tell whether
logistical problems and delays will impede the efficacy of insurance/indemnity funds and the 1984 federal bankruptcy changes. Still, the
recency of the legislative actions indicate that both Congress and state

123. See supra note 56 and accompanying text.
124. 11 U.S.C. § 546(d) (Supp. 11 1985).
125. 11 U.S.C. § 557(c), (f) (Supp. 1I 1985).
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legislatures are acutely aware of the problem and are willing to work
toward solutions. The goal of adequate protection for grain producers
upon the insolvency or bankruptcy of a grain dealer or warehouse
is close to becoming a reality.
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